Convolutional neural nets (CNNs) have demonstrated remarkable performance in recent history. Such approaches tend to work in a "unidirectional" bottom-up feed-forward fashion. However, biological evidence suggests that feedback plays a crucial role, particularly for detailed spatial understanding tasks. This work introduces "bidirectional" architectures that also reason with top-down feedback: neural units are influenced by both lower and higher-level units. We do so by treating units as latent variables in a global energy function. We call our models convolutional latentvariable models (CLVMs). From a theoretical perspective, CLVMs unify several approaches for recognition, including CNNs, generative deep models (e.g., Boltzmann machines), and discriminative latent-variable models (e.g., DPMs).
Introduction
Convolutional neural nets (CNN's), pioneered by LeCun et al. [34] , have demonstrated remarkable performance in recent history [30, 43, 47] . One attractive property is their ability to transfer knowledge across tasks: CNN's trained for image classification perform well for object detection [8] , image captioning [27] , and pose estimation [4] , among other tasks [40] . Often, this requires a small amount of "fine-tuning". A tantalizing question is whether a universal "off-the-shelf" feature extractor could support a wide Figure 1: Traditional feed-forward neural architectures process produce a target prediction for a high-level task (such as image classification) using features extracted from a high neural layer (left). We introduce latent variable models that incorporate top-down feedback, where lower variable activations are influenced by higher variables. Such architectures can produce state-of-the art features for high-level tasks (like keypoint detection/localization) and low-level tasks (like pixel segmentation). We show an example of predictions for both facial keypoint localization and pixelsegmentation on the right image.
range of tasks from high-level recognition to low-level pixel grouping. Feedback: Human physiology strongly suggests the existence of such a universal feature hierarchy [31] . Hochstein and Ahissar [19] present evidence that vision at a glance tasks, such as rapid scene categorization [49] , can be computed with feedforward hierarchical processing. However, vision with scrutiny tasks, such as fine-grained categorization [28] or detailed spatial manipulations [22] , appear to require feedback along a "reverse hierarchy". For example, low-level V1 neurons tuned for local features (such as oriented edges) can adapt to a global figure-ground mask after 40ms [33, 57] . Indeed, most neural connections in the visual cortex are believed to be feedback rather than feedforward [5, 31] . We take away two conclusions from these observations: (1) a universal architecture capable of coarse and fine tasks will likely require feedback and (2) feedback can occur fairly rapidly (within 100ms).
Boltzmann machines: To begin our discussion, we appeal to mathematical models that are capable of bidirectional reasoning. One elegant approach is that of hierarchical probabilistic models [23, 35, 55] . Boltzmann ma-chines [1] can be seen as the generative probabilistic deep "counterpart" to CNNs. Importantly, neural units in deep Boltzmann machines are influenced by those in layers below and above [41] . The basic mechanism for accomplishing this is a (normalized) global energy function linking all units together. Though quite attractive, such models have not enjoyed the empirical success of discriminativelytrained, feed-forward counterparts.
Part models: In principle, global energy (or scoring) functions could be trained discriminatively. This is the basis for much of structured prediction, including the widelyused deformable part model (DPM) [6] . Interestingly, feedforward inference on DPMs can be written as a CNN [9] . But our interest in DPMs stems their ability for top-down feedback: a high-level "root" object can influence the activation of a lower-level "part". Such models were state-ofthe-art until recently, but appear to have saturated because learning deep hierarchies of parts remains challenging.
Overview: We introduce a convolutional latent variable model (CLVM) that unifies these representations. CLVMs are defined over a global scoring function (like a Boltzmann machine), but with convolutionally tied weights (like a CNN). The global scoring function is not probabilistically normalized, and instead is discriminatively trained with supervision (like a DPM). Crucially, CLVMs can be implemented with modifications to existing deep learning toolboxes, allowing one to make use of optimized routines for gradient-based learning. After describing our model in detail, we compare it to related work in deep learning in Sec. 2.
Related work: (joint recognition and grouping) There has been a considerable amount of work integrating highlevel recognition with low-level grouping cues. One approach is top-down guided segmentation: for example, one can prime a low-level pixel segmentation engine with topdown cues from an object detector [2, 3, 32, 53] . Other approaches use bottom-up proposals to prime object detections [8, 13] . In either case, recognition and grouping steps are typically treated as separate stages in a pipeline, making it difficult to perform end-to-end multi-task training (unlike CLVMs).
Latent variable model
In this section, we introduce our convolutional latentvariable models (CLVMs). We begin with a high-level overview. Variables will be organized into layers, spatial locations, and channels (much like the neural activations of a CNN). CLVMs are optimized by layer-wise coordinate descent through convolution, rectification, and pooling-like operations. These operations are similar to those in contemporary CNNs, but crucially differ in that they allow for topdown feedback. We will explore the theoretical relationship between CNNs and CLVMs in detail.
To begin our discussion, let us recall the central neurodynamic equation governing the activation of a single "neural unit" z i [15] :
where b i is a bias, w ij are weights between units i and j that define excitatory or inhibitory interactions depending on their sign and magnitude. Importantly, φ is a nonlinear activation function. Ackley et al. [1] point out that when the activation is a sigmoid function, (1) can be seen as stochastic updates for a global probabilistic model known as a Boltzmann machine:
where
Here, units z are treated as binary latent variables that capture the absence or presence of various features. Importantly, these variables are linked in a globally consistent scoring function that captures bidirectional interactions between variables encoded in the symmetric matrix W . This coupling allows low-level features (e.g., edges) to effect high-level features (e.g., objects) and vice-versa. While conceptually attractive, such models are difficult to train in practice, typically requiring sampling approximations such as contrastive divergence [16] . Let us replace the sigmoid with a simple rectified linear (RelU) activation, common in contemporary deep networks [10, 38] . We will show that associated neural updates correspond to coordinate descent optimization of a global scoring function that is similar to S Boltz (z):
There are two important differences between S(z) and S Boltz (z). First, latent variables z are no longer binary, but non-negative real numbers. Intuitively, they can be interpreted as capturing the absence or presence of a feature, and if present, the strength of its activation (possibly emulating the firing rate of a neuron [26] 
where (4) is exactly equivalent to (1) for a RelU activation.
Convergence: There exist three possibilities when applying coordinate ascent; variables grow without bound, converge to a local maximum, or converge to a global maximum. Convergence is guaranteed when (−W ) is copositive [44] , and a global optimum is guaranteed when (−W ) is positive semi-definite (PSD) [7] . A matrix A is copositive when z T Az ≥ 0 for all z ≥ 0 (while PSD requires this holds for all z). Copositivity allows one to probabilistically normalize (3) into a (possibly multimodal) rectified Gaussian distribution [44] , while PSD-ness allows one to rewrite (3) as a non-negative least squares problem min z≥0 On the left, we visualize two sequences of layerwise coordinate updates on our latent-variable model. The first is a bottom-up pass, while the second is a bottom-up + top-down pass. On the right, we show that bottom-up updates can be computed with a feed-forward CNN, and bottom-up-and-top-down updates can be computed with an "unrolled" CNN with additional skip connections and tied weights (which we define as a recurrent CNN). We use T to denote a 180 degree rotation of filters that maps correlation to convolution. We follow the color scheme from Fig. 2 .
where we assume that layers have a single one-dimensional channel of a fixed length to simplify notation. By tying together weights such that they only depend on relative locations, bottom-up signals can be computed with crosscorrelational filtering, while top-down signals can be computed with convolution. In the existing literature, these are sometimes referred to as deconvolutional and convolutional filters (related through a 180 rotation) [54] . It is natural to start coordinate updates from the bottom layer z 1 , initializing all variables to 0. During the initial bottom-up coordinate pass, top i will always be 0. This means that the bottom-up coordinate updates can be computed with simple filtering and thresholding. Hence a single bottom-up pass of layer-wise coordinate optimization of a CLVM can be implemented with a CNN.
Top-down feedback: We add top-down feedback simply by applying additional coordinate updates (5) in a topdown fashion, from the top-most layer to the bottom. Fig. 3 shows that such a sequence of bottom-up and top-down updates can be "unrolled" into a feed-forward CNN with "skip" connections between layers and tied weights. One can interpret such a model as a recurrent CNN that is capable of feedback, since lower-layer variables (capturing say, edges) can now be influenced by the activations of high-layer variables (capturing say, objects). If the associated weight matrix is PSD, an infinitely-deep unrolled CNN must converge to a globally-optimal solution (because of the equivalence to a non-negative least squares optimization).
Non-maximal suppression (NMS): To encourage sparse activations, we add lateral inhibitory connections between groups of variables in a layer. Specifically, we write the weight connecting z i On the left, we contrast two models for singletask prediction: feed-forward CNNs versus bidirectional CLVMs (capable of top-down feedback). On the right, we visualize multi-task predictive models, tuned for both highlevel tasks (such as part detection) and low-level tasks (such as pixel segmentation). We show that bidirectional models excel at multi-task prediction because lower-layer features become more accurate with feedback.
windows), layer-wise updates correspond to filtering, rectification (5), and non-maximal suppression (NMS) within each group. Unlike max-pooling, NMS encodes the spatial location of the max by returning 0 values for non-maximal locations. Standard max-pooling can be obtained as a special case by replicating filter weights w i+1 across variables z i in the same pooling window (as shown in Fig. 2 ). This makes NMS independent of the top-down signal top i . However, our model is more general in that NMS can be guided by top-down feedback: high-level variables (capturing objects) influence both the activation and spatial location of low-level variables (capturing edges). Interestingly, our approach seems to encode spatial information without requiring additional "capsule" variables [17] . Approximate inference: Given the above global scoring function and an image x, inference corresponds to argmax z S(x, z). As argued above, this can be implemented with an infinitely-deep unrolled recurrent CNN. However, rather than optimizing the latent variables to completion, we perform a fixed number (k) of layer-wise coordinate descent updates. This is guaranteed to report back finite variables z * for any weight matrix W (even if not copositive or PSD):
We write CLVM k in bold to emphasize that it is a vectorvalued function implementing k passes of layer-wise coordinate descent, returning a vector of all N latent variables. We set k = 1 for a single bottom-up pass (corresponding to a standard feed-forward CNN) and k = 2 for an additional top-down pass.
Output prediction: We will use these N variables as features for M different tasks that span both low-level (such as pixels segmentation) and high-level tasks (such as part localization) -see Fig. 4 . Because our latent variables serve as rich, multiscale description of image features, we assume that simple linear predictors built on them will suffice:
Training: Our overall model is parameterized by (W, V, b). Assume we are given training data pairs of images and output label vectors {x i , y i }. We define a training objective as follows
where R are regularizer functions (we use the Frobenius matrix norm) and "loss" sums the loss of our M prediction tasks (where each is scored with log or softmax loss). We optimize the above by stochastic gradient descent. Because CLVM k is a deterministic function, its gradient with respect to (W, b) can be computed by backprop on the k-times unrolled recurrent CNN (Fig. 3) . We separate V from W to ensure that feature extraction does not scale with the number of output tasks (CLVM k is independent of M ). During learning, we fix diagonal weights (w i [u, u] = −1) and lateral inhibition weights (
Related work (learning): The use of gradient-based backpropagation to learn an unrolled model dates back to 'backprop-through-structure' algorithms [11, 45] and graph transducer networks [34] . More recently, such approaches were explored general graphical models [46] and Boltzmann machines [12] . Our work uses such ideas to learn CNNs with top-down feedback using an unrolled latentvariable model. Unlike past work, our latent-variable model (3) captures RelU activations (crucial for highperformance [30] ) and provides formal guarantees of optimality (for a PSD weight matrix).
Related work (top-down): Prior work has explored networks that reconstruct images given top-down cues. This is often cast as unsupervised learning with autoencoders [18, 37, 51] or deconvolutional networks [54] , though supervised variants also exist [36] . Our network differs in that all nonlinear operations (rectification and max-pooling) are influenced by both bottom-up and top-down knowledge (5), which is justified from a latent-variable perspective.
Implementation
In this section, we provide details for implementing CLVM 1 and CLVM 2 with existing CNN toolboxes. We visualize our specific architecture in Fig. 5 , which closely follows the bottom 8 layers of the state-of-the-art Deep19 CNN [43] : we use 3X3 filters and 2X2 non-overlapping pooling windows (for NMS). When processing NMSlayers, our model uses 6X6 replicated filters, which can be implemented with standard max-pooling and 3x3 filters (as We show the specific CLVM networks implemented in our experiments. CLVM 1 corresponds to a standard CNN: we use the bottom 8 layers of the state-ofthe-art Deep19 CNN [43] . CLVM 2 is implemented with an 2X "unrolled" recurrent CNN with transposed weights, skip connections, and zero-interlaced upsampling (as shown in Fig. 6 ). Red layers include lateral inhibitory connections enforced with NMS. We also visualize multi-task predictors for keypoints heatmaps and pixel segmentation labels, defined on layers selected through cross-validation. Our unrolled layers bear some resemblance to neurological "reverse hierarchical" models posited for capturing feedback [19] .
argued in the previous section). Hence CLVM 1 is essentially a re-implementation of Deep19, tuned for an input image of size 112X112. CLVM 2 : Fig. 6 illustrates top-down coordinate updates, which require additional feedforward layers, skip connections, and tied weights. There is a small notational inconvenience at layers that decrease in size (z 3 and z 5 ). In Deep19 [43] , this decrease arises from a previous maxpooling operation. Our model requires an explicit 2× subsampling step because it employs NMS instead of maxpooling. When this subsampled layer is later used to produce a top-down signal for a future coordinate update, variables must be zero-interlaced before applying the 180-degree rotated convolutional filters. Note that is not an approximation, but the mathematically-correct application of coordinate descent for subsampled weight connections.
Training: We learn models without pre-training, initializing all weights and biases to zero-mean Gaussians with standard deviations of .01 and .1, respectively. We use batch-normalized stochastic gradient descent [21] , with : Two-pass layer-wise coordinate descent for a two-layer CLVM model can be implemented with modified CNN operations. White circles denote 0's used for interlacing and border padding. We omit rectification operations to reduce clutter. We follow the color scheme from Fig. 2 .
batches of size 32 and a fixed learning rate of 0.01, momentum of 0.9, and weight decay of 0.0005. All experiments are done on a single NVIDIA Tesla K40c. Our codebase is developed on top of MatConvNet [50] and will be publicly released. We implemented a custom DAG datastructure, and enforced tied weights during gradient descent by adding together gradients computed from the equivalent untied model (mathematically correct while straightforward to implement). Supervision y i : We experiment with single and multitask supervision for both CLVM 1 and CLVM 2 , referring to multitask variants as M-CLVM 1 and M-CLVM 2 . The target label for the segmentation task is a 2D label mask that is scored with a per-pixel softmax loss (since pixels can only belong to a single class label). The target label for a single keypoint is a sparse 2D heat map with a '1' at the keypoint location (or all '0's if that keypoint is not visible). In practice, we dilate each keypoint map with a 3 × 3 mask to add jittered locations to the set of positive examples. Keypoint target maps are scored with a per-pixel log-loss (since multiple keypoints can lie at the same location).
Output classifier V : To define the output classifiers V (8), we experimented with different-size convolutional filters extracted from different layers of our model. Ideally, one could define large linear multiscale filters (that span multiple layers) and perform feature selection through learning. In practice, we do this manually by searching over single-layer filters of various sizes and layers. We optimize the layer and filter size for all models separately. We find that 5 × 5 filters work consistently well. For CLVM 1 and M-CLVM 1 , both the segmentation and keypoint classifiers are defined on z 8 . For CLVM 2 and M-CLVM 2 , z 1 is used for segmentation and z 5 for keypoints. To produce a segmentation, we take a max across all class predictions at each location. To produce keypoints, we take a max across all locations for each predicted heatmap. By thresholding the heatmap, our system can also detect keypoints.
Experiment Results
To evaluate our model, we ideally need benchmark datasets with both keypoint and pixel-level annotations, which are somewhat rare. We experiment with a singletask facial keypoint dataset (AFLW), a multi-task facial keypoint+pixel dataset (LFW-Part Labels) and a multi-task human-body keypoint+pixel dataset (Pascal Person). In all cases, we assume that detections are given, either making use of ground-truth bounding boxes or off-the-shelf detectors. We resize detection windows to 112 × 112 (padded to 180 × 180 for LFW-Parts to include the background) pixels before feeding into our models. We report an oracle upper bound computed from the ideal heat map, revealing the loss in accuracy due to spatial quantization. Recall that CLVM 1 is essentially a re-implementation of the bottom 8 layers of the state-of-the-art Deep19 CNN [43] , and so represents quite a strong baseline. In all cases, we outperform both our baselines and prior art, sometimes approaching the oracle performance.
AFLW: The AFLW dataset [29] is a large-scale realworld collection of 25,993 faces in 21,997 real-world images, annotated with facial keypoints. We randomly select 1000 faces for validation, 1000 for testing, and the rest for training. Notably, these faces are not limited to be responses of an existing face detector, and so this dataset contains more pose variation than other landmark datasets. We hypothesized that such pose variation might still illustrate the We plot average pixel localization error in AFLW, normalized by face size [56] . Because there are no segmentation labels, we compare only our single-task models CLVM1 with CLVM 2 to recent state-of-the-art landmark localization systems (Zhu [56] and GN-DPM [48] ). We learn a linear regressor to map the output of each method to a common subset of facial keypoints. The oracle upperbound selects the minimum error location in the predicted heat map. We find that top-down feedback (CLVM 2 ) helps for even single-task prediction, producing a noticeable improvement that approaches the upper-bound. We use colors to denote hair (red), skin (green) and background (blue), and denote predicted keypoints with black dots. In general, bottom-up models CLVM 1 and M-CLVM 1 tend to predict pixelated segments because they use features from higher layers (that are highly nonlinear but spatially quantized). Adding top-down feedback (CLVM 2 ) tends to produce smoother segmentations, while multi-task training (M-CLVM 2 ) also removes spurious pixels.
benefit of bidirectional reasoning. We use the face detector of [56] to generate a rough bounding box labeling of each face. We visualize qualitative results in Fig. 7 and quantitative results in Fig. 8 . Our CLVM models outperform state-of-the-art methods for facial keypoint estimation. In Method Accuracy (SP) Error Reduction CRF [25] 93.23% 0 Spatial CRF [25] 93.95% 10.64% CRBM [25] 94.10% 12.85% GLOC [25] 94 Table 1 : We plot superpixel-wise segmentation accuracy on LFW-Parts, following the protocol introduced in [25] . We show qualitative results in Fig. 9 . We report both overall accuracy and error reduction with respect to a CRF baseline (as recommended by [25] ). Our bottom-up baseline (CLVM 1 ) outperforms all published work. Adding topdown feedback (CLVM 2 ) improves results, while adding multi-task keypoint targets during learning (M-CLVM 2 ) produces the best overall performance. We further examine the latter model in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 . Figure 10 : The left plots the cumulative error distribution for keypoint localization on LFW-Parts. The right plots the percentage of test images with an average localization error below 5%. Our two-pass models with feedback significantly outperform one-pass bottom-up variants. Multimask learning does not improve accuracy, but does improves speed (as we later show) because a single model can be used for diverse tasks.
fact, even the bottom-up CLVM 1 outperforms the state-ofthe-art, indicating the strength of the baseline. Our two-pass CLVM 2 reduces error by another factor of 2 with respect to the upper bound. These results reveal the potential benefit of bidirectional reasoning even for a single prediction task. LFW-Parts: LFW Parts [25] contains 2,927 face images from widely-used the LFW face dataset [20] annotated with semantic pixel labels for Hair/Skin/Background (with standard train/val/test splits). We manually annotate keypoint locations by interactively applying and correcting the land- mark detector trained from AFLW. Fig. 9 visualizes qualitative results, while qualitative analysis for pixel segmentation and keypoint localization are provided in Table 1 and Fig. 10 . We refer the reader to the captions for a detailed analysis, but overall, we find that bidirectional top-down feedback is crucial for multi-task prediction, and that a single multi-task architecture performs as well (or even better than) multiple single-task architectures. In terms of segmentation, we reduce the best reported error [25] by a factor of 2. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 examine our best-performing model (M-CLVM 2 ) in detail. Compared to existing human pose datasets, occlusion is a significant challenge. We draw skeletons only on visible keypoints. Our models tend to produce reasonable segmentation masks and localize visible keypoints (a). On challenging images (b) with occlusions or clutter, keypoint results suffer, through segmentation masks still look reasonable. Our model also has difficulty predicting torso orientation. Poor performance can arise from incorrect annotation of ground-truth (perhaps due to low resolution instances). figure/ ground segmentation mask. We randomly chose 70% for training, 10% for validation and 20% for testing. We evaluate localization accuracy of only visible keypoints, normalizing pixel error by the maximum side length of the instance's visible bounding box. We compare our model against state-of-the-art pose estimation systems [52] and [42] , tuned to return their best detection given the visible bounding box. [52] , where FPM-Occ has been re-trained on our training set. MODEC and MODEC-Full are two versions of models released by [42] , where MODEC-Full is slower but better. Interestingly, multi-task learning significantly hurts our feed-forward models (CLVM 1 vs. M-CLVM 1 ), but slightly helps our bidirectional model (CLVM 2 vs. M-CLVM 2 ).
izes qualitative results, while quantitative analysis for pixel segmentation and keypoint localization are provided in Table 2 and Fig. 14 . We refer the reader to the caption for a detailed analysis. Our CLVM models outperform prior art for keypoint localization by a large margin. Moreover, our bidirectional models strongly outperform their singlepass feedforward counterparts, particularly when evaluated on multitask prediction. Convergence: As a diagnostic experiment, we verify that layer-wise coordinate updates do increase a global scoring function (Fig. 15) . The score appears to grow unbounded, implying that the learned (−W ) may not be copositive. We posit that more aggressive learning may ensure convergence -e.g., directly training a network with additional unrolled layers, learning the regularization penalty (the main diagonal of W ), or adding constraints during learning that enforce copositivity or PSDness. Finally, one could also ensure convergence by adding upper-bound constraints to latent variables in our global scoring function (3), through a saturating nonlinear activation function [15] .
Weight-sharing: One could relax the recurrent CNN that implements our two-pass CLVM 2 model (Fig. 3) by not tying together weights across different layers. The un-tied network is strictly more flexible and can so can represent structures beyond latent-variable models. We found such models performed nearly identically to their tied counterparts while converging faster during training. Specifically, an untied M-CLVM 2 produced a super-pixel (SP) accuracy of 96.84% on LFW-Parts, just below M-CLVM 2 's perfor- Figure 15 : We plot the value of the global scoring function (3) as we perform iterations of layerwise coordinate descent (6) . Please see text for more discussion.
mance of 96.85%, both of which are noticeably better than all other variants in Table 1 . Such untied networks still provide a form of feedback, and so may be interesting to examine further.
Running time: We show the running time of our models in Table 3 . As expected, multi-task prediction requires essentially no additional computation over single-task prediction (which is already quite fast). Our timing results are impressive given that many of the single-task baselines we compare against are 100-1000 times slower.
Conclusion: We have introduced a convolutional latentvariable model (CLVM) capable of bottom-up feedforward processing and top-down feedback. CLVMs integrate several leading approaches, including CNNs, probabilistic Boltzmann machines, and discriminative latent-variable models. Both inference and learning are extremely efficient, making use of layer-wise updates that can be implemented with highly-optimized deep learning toolboxes. CLVMs produce rich multiscale features capable of supporting a diverse set of recognition tasks, including high-level keypoint localization and low-level pixel segmentation. We show that low-level vision-with-scrutiny tasks particularly benefit from top-down feedback. Finally, we have demonstrated impressive performance, both in terms of accuracy and speed with respect to prior art.
Model
Segmentation Keypoint CLVM 1 15.5 ms 13.3 ms CLVM 2 31.0 ms 21.5 ms M-CLVM 1 16.1 ms M-CLVM 2 31.2 ms Table 3 : Running times for our model on a 180 × 180 image. Our two-pass (feedback-aware) models are 2X slower than their feedforward counterparts. Multi-task outputs essentially come "for free". Our multi-task models are often 100-1000 faster than many of our single-task baselines.
